HOW TO MAKE
MONEY FROM
EMPTY HOTEL
ROOMS
USING

YOUR
GUESTS
DESERVE
BETTER
THAN THE
3PM!
SIGN UP FREE TODAY AT HOTELFLEX.IO

THE JOB OF A HOTELIER
As a hotelier empty bedrooms are one of the greatest pain points
of your job. As every hour that your rooms sit empty, you're
losing money.
But instead of sacrificing your brand image by heavily
discounting your room rates in order to sell this distressed
inventory. Have you ever considered encouraging your existing
guests to extend their stay through early check-ins and late
check-outs?
Here at HotelFlex we fully automate the process of doing just
that, so that every time a room isn't sold through your traditional
marketing channels, we'll be there as your backup.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
But how big an opportunity is this?
Let's break it down.
Firstly let's take a look at your
unsold room nights. The potential
revenue opportunity here depends
on your average occupancy.
For example, if you have an
occupancy on a particular day of
80%, we can offer 20% of your
guests leaving that day with a late
check-out or 20% of the guests
arriving the next day with early
check-ins.
In this scenario for a 100 bedroom
hotel with an ADR of $200. You
can expect to make in the region
of $50,000 of extra revenue a year
if offered correctly.
However, there's an even greater
opportunity at play here....

One of the realities hotelier’s face
is that hotel rooms sit empty
during the day.
In one particular room you might
have one guest that checks-out at
7am to catch an early morning
flight and the next guest doesn’t
arrive till 7pm. That’s 12 hours
that room has sat empty - costing
the hotel considerable lost
potential revenue.
In actual fact, we have calculated
that the average hotel room will
sit empty for 7 hours between
guests. Which, if you assume your
average length of stay is 2 nights.
That’s 15% of the time you sell
your rooms for - that they’re just
sitting empty.
This creates a huge opportunity for
hotels allowing them to increase
their room profits by up to 4%.
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"Hotels can increase their
room profits by 4%."

WHAT IS AT STAKE?

Resulting in a

7 HOURS

15%

the average room sits
empty between
guests

under utilisation of
your hotel

4%
Potential increase in
profit by using this
service
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WHAT CAUSES
THESE EMPTY
ROOMS?
The bain of your problem is the traditional
3pm to 11am check-in / check-out schedule.
Now, it’s easy to understand why hoteliers set
a strict 3pm to 11am check-in / check-out
schedule. It means you’ve got 4 hours to clean
every room in the hotel before the next guest
arrives.
However, this generalisation leads to
inefficiencies. As soon as each room is
cleaned the clock should start ticking - every
hour it's sitting empty - you're losing money.
If your cleaning staff start working at 9am,
rooms will start coming back online from
around 9.30am, a full 4 and a half hours
(minimum) before the next guest is due to
arrive.
And that’s even before you consider the rooms
that were unsold from the night before. They
have just been sitting clean, empty and ready
to go.
But…… here comes the big question. How do
you know which room will be ready when,
which guest to offer it to and how much to
charge? That’s where we come in.

THAT'S WHERE
WE COME IN!
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SHOW ME
THE MONEY!

30%

Here at HotelFlex we have developed
an algorithm that analyses all the
check-in, check-out and occupancy
data in your hotel. Combining this with
a forward-looking occupancy predictor,
we can forecast the hour by hour
occupancy in your hotel on every day
of the week going forward.

The % of guests that
have checked out by
9am on average.

Which will look something like this:
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BUT WHAT DO WE DO WITH
THIS DATA?
Now it’s time to up sell! Armed with this data we can now start making
money from these hotel rooms.
We do this by offering your guests the ability to extend their stay through
early check-ins and late check-outs on the days and times we know you
can accommodate this flexibility.
As the process is completely automated, there's nothing you need to do.
Just sit back and count the money.
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WHY DO YOUR GUESTS
WANT EARLY CHECK-INS
AND LATE CHECK-OUTS?
Your guests hate traditional
check-in and check-out times.
This is because most long-haul
international flights arrive very
early in the morning.
After a 15 hour flight, do you want
to wait a further 8 hours before
your room is ready? Or would you
prefer to pay a little extra and
shower and rest up?

20%
of flights arrive before
9am in major airports.
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PUT
YOURSELF
IN YOUR
GUEST'S
SHOES
You’ve just stepped off a long
haul international flight. It’s 7
am and you haven’t slept or
showered. Do you really now
want to wait for 8 hours until
your room is ready? Or given
the chance would you prefer to
pay extra to go straight to your
room, shower and rest up for a
few hours?
If you get your targeting and
messaging right, you can
expect around 15% of your
guests to take you up on this
offer and they will pay up to
25% on top of their room rate
for either an early check-in or a
late check-out.

"Do you really
now want to
wait 8 hours
until your room
is ready?"
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"Your guests hate traditional
check-in and check-out times"

POTENTIAL PERFORMANCE

Paying up to

15%

25%

of guests
convert

on top of their
room rate

4%

Potential increase in
profit
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HOW DO WE TARGET YOUR
GUESTS?
There are three ways of offering this flexibility to your guests. Of
which you can offer one, two or all three of these options.

1. OFFERING IT AT BOOKING
How does this work?
Through a quick integration with the HotelFlex widget - you can offer check-in and check-out
flexibility at booking.
Once the guest completes their booking (so not to affect your conversion rates). Our software
checks to see if you can offer flexibility on the guest's arrival and departure date. If you can, the
HotelFlex widget will appear allowing them to choose the arrival and departure times that suit
them. If it’s not relevant to them - they simply keep the standard check-in and check-out times.
The cost of the flexibility is calculated by our FlexRate algorithm to ensure you are always
receiving the optimum pice. This cost is then simply added onto the guest's room bill and paid at
check out or whenever customary at your hotel.
Benefits of this technique:
1. Allows your guest to arrange all details of their travel plan upfront which gives them peace of
mind.
2. Allows you to sell as much inventory in advance as possible - rather than discounting through
the OTAs.
Challenges with this technique:
1. The guest may not have yet booked their flight and as such doesn’t yet know their arrival or
departure times. Impacting your conversions.
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HOW DO WE TARGET YOUR
GUESTS?

2. EMAIL THE GUEST THE DAY
BEFORE THEY ARRIVE.
How does this work?
The day before the guest arrives the HotelFlex software analyses your inventory to see if
you have any spare capacity in the hotel. It then emails - in your branding - each guest
staying in the room categories in which you can offer the flexibility - offering them the
ability to purchase an early check-in or late check-out.
Benefits of this technique:
1. Targets the guest at the optimum time, just before they travel, so that the pain point of
not having an early check-in is forefront in their mind. Leads to higher conversion rates.
2. Allows you as the hotel a final chance to sell any unused inventory.
Challenges with this technique:
1. Emails have very low open rates. Sometimes in the sub 10%. range Which can lead to
lower conversions.

3. TEXT THE GUEST THE DAY BEFORE
THEY ARRIVE
How does this work?
Similar to the email technique. The HotelFlex software analyses your hotel’s inventory
the day before the guest arrives. But instead of emailing the guest, we text.
Benefits of this technique:
1. SMS open rates are much higher than email. Above 95% in some circumstances.
2. For international guests who don’t have data roaming - they might not have access
to their emails whilst traveling. Texts will however still be delivered.
Challenges with this technique:
1. Depending on your booking flow. Not all guests provide phone numbers at booking.
The percentage of bookings that have phone numbers is usually around 60-70%.
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FINALLY, HOW DOES IMPACT
YOUR PROFITS?
Unlike day use models in which hotels sell rooms "by the hour” to
new guests. By upselling flexible check-ins and check-outs all
you’re doing is simply extending the stay of current guests. As a
result, you don’t need to re-clean the room.
Consequently, there’s no additional cost associated with this
revenue. All revenue generated drops to your bottom line and you
can increase room related profits by up to 4%.

KEEN TO LEARN MORE?
Get in touch at max@hotelflex.io
I would love to hear from you!
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YOU'RE
BETTER
THAN THE
3PM!
SIGN UP FREE TODAY AT HOTELFLEX.IO

